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PMP® and CAPM® Exam Tips and 
Requirements  

By Vicki Wrona, PMP  

This white paper will explain the requirements you must meet in order to qualify to take the 

PMP® exam or CAPM® exam as well as the studying tips and exam-taking tips that have earned 

Forward Momentum’s students a verified first-time pass rate of 91%, well above industry 

average.  

 

How to Apply for PMP
®

 / CAPM
®

 Certification  

Application Requirements  

When applying for PMP® certification, there are two categories of requirements, which are 

differentiated by education level. If you have a baccalaureate-equivalent degree, then you must 

document 4500 hours of leading and directing tasks. Note that an Associate’s degree does not 

count, and a Master’s degree or PhD does not give you extra credit.  

PMI requires a minimum span of time for this documented experience. They require at least 36 

unique months of experience within the prior 96 months, or 8 years, to allow you to gain the 

breadth and depth of knowledge needed while also ensuring that your experience is current. Our 

industry is changing, and PMI wants you to keep up. A unique month is a month where one or 

more projects occur. If you worked on two projects within one month, it counts as one unique 

month, not two. 

If you do not have a bachelor’s degree and have a high school diploma or equivalent, then you 

have to document more hours of experience. In this case, you must document 7500 hours of 

leading and directing projects over 60 unique months within the prior 96 months (8 years).  

Both categories also require 35 contact hours of project management instruction. A contact hour 

is one hour of training, not including lunch.  
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If you find that you do not meet the requirements necessary to obtain PMP® certification, the 

CAPM® certification may be for you.  

CAPM® stands for Certified Associate in Project Management. It is a way of getting certified 

and showing your clients and/or employer that you have credibility and some project 

management knowledge while you gain the experience necessary to get PMP® certified.  

To get your CAPM® certification, you need to have a high school diploma or global equivalent, 

and either 1500 hours of experience or 23 contact hours of project management (PM) instruction. 

Since you do not need both, it is easier to document the training rather than the experience. A 

contact hour is one hour of training, not including lunch.  

 All the information about the requirements you must meet to qualify to take the PMP® 

can be found in the PMP® Credential Handbook – 

(http://www.pmi.org/certification/~/media/pdf/certifications/pdc_pmphandbook.ashx) 

 Information about the CAPM® can be found in the CAPM® Credential Handbook – 

(http://www.pmi.org/~/media/PDF/Certifications/pdc_capmhandbook.ashx) 

 You may also want to read the PMI® Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct, since the 

PMP® exam will contain some questions on ethics – (http://www.pmi.org/en/About-

Us/Ethics/~/media/PDF/Ethics/ap_pmicodeofethics.ashx) 

 Once you have gathered all the info needed, you can complete your application online –  

(http://www.pmi.org/en/Certification/~/media/PDF/Certifications/PMP%20Application%

20Form.ashx)  

How to Document Your Experience  

The most time-consuming part of the PMP® application is documenting your experience, so let’s 

talk about how to do that.  

For your experience, you must document experience in each of the five process groups, which 

are: Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and Controlling, and Closing. However, you do 

not have to have experience in all of the process groups for every project. This is reasonable, 

since you may have joined a project after it started or left a project before it was complete.   

To do this, find and list all the projects that you worked on over the years. Pull out your resume 

(which hopefully is fairly up to date), any work samples you have from over the years, any work 

history from company databases, etc., and try to recreate the projects you worked on 

chronologically, working backwards. You want to work this way because you do not want to 

http://www.pmi.org/certification/~/media/pdf/certifications/pdc_pmphandbook.ashx
http://www.pmi.org/~/media/PDF/Certifications/pdc_capmhandbook.ashx
http://www.pmi.org/en/About-Us/Ethics/~/media/PDF/Ethics/ap_pmicodeofethics.ashx
http://www.pmi.org/en/Certification/~/media/PDF/Certifications/PMP%20Application%20Form.ashx
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spend more effort documenting hours than is necessary. Once you reach the required number of 

hours, you can stop.  

Once you have a list of project names, list the start date and end date of each project.  Calculate 

the number of weeks that project took and enter that into Excel. Estimate the number of hours 

per week worked on this project, and let Excel calculate the total hours worked on this project.  

Next you have to break down your hours by process group. 

For every project, you need to list how many hours were spent in each process group of 

initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling and closing. Let Excel work for you 

here by determining the percent of time spent in each process group, adjusting the numbers until 

they add up to 100%. Remember you must have experience in all process groups, but not on 

every project. Let Excel calculate the number of hours per process group based on the percentage 

multiplied by the amount of total hours spent on that project. 

You must also include a description of the tasks conducted within each process group. 

Remember the character limit mentioned earlier and let Word work for you here by typing your 

descriptions into Word to ensure they fit within the limit.  

Next, you must include a description of your experience leading and directing project tasks by 

process group. You must do this within 350 to 550 characters. This is not a lot of space, so write 

in phrases rather than sentences to get to the point and convey the appropriate information within 

the character limit. Do not dwell on what the project did but instead about what you did on the 

project. You can include a short statement on the project’s objectives and outcome, but most of 

the description should be about your experience and deliverables. You can use a good 

spreadsheet  (http://www.passionatepm.com/sites/passionatepm.com/downloads/PMP-

Application-Assistant-v6.2.xlsx) to help you gather your application information prior to 

completing the application online -

(http://www.pmi.org/en/Certification/~/media/PDF/Certifications/PMP%20Application%20For

m.ashx) 

Then, for every project, you must provide the contact information of someone who can verify the 

work that you did. If you are chosen for an audit, that person will automatically be contacted by 

PMI. If possible, contact this person when you submit your application and let them know what 

you plan to submit regarding project name, responsibilities, etc. This way, they are not taken by 

surprise and will know up front what you told PMI so you can 1) find out prior to submitting 

your application if they do not agree with what you said and 2) ensure the information they 

provide to PMI will be consistent with the information you provided.  

http://www.passionatepm.com/sites/passionatepm.com/downloads/PMP-Application-Assistant-v6.2.xlsx
http://www.pmi.org/en/Certification/~/media/PDF/Certifications/PMP%20Application%20Form.ashx
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I recommend this because I have seen people who have had to change their contact person when 

they found out their original person was not going to be as supportive as they thought or had a 

very different opinion regarding their role and deliverables on the project.  

 You are now armed with the information required to populate the online application.  

Here are a few more tips to help the application go smoothly:  

• Become a PMI® member first. If you join PMI, you pay lower fees. You pay a lower fee 

to take the exam and, if necessary, you pay a lower fee to retake the exam.  

o Your fees are based upon your status at the time you begin the application. If you 

are not a PMI® member and want to get the lower exam fee, then you have two 

options:  

 Join PMI, get a PMI® identification and then begin your application; or 

 Submit the PMI® application and exam application at the same time. 

o If you join PMI while completing the application, you can either be charged the 

higher non-member fee (PMI will not reimburse the difference) or you can 

discard what you have input into the system and start all over with your new 

PMI® number. PMI does not have the capability to change your status from guest 

to member while the application is in process. Your initial record will simply be 

deleted. 

• Sometimes your business units will reimburse for your application fee but not a 

membership fee. Before joining PMI or applying for the exam, check with your business 

unit first regarding what they will reimburse, so you can do what makes sense.  

Scheduling Your Exam  

Once you get your eligibility letter via email, you will have one year to take the exam. Within 

that year, you can take the exam a maximum of three times. If you do not pass the exam within 

three times, you must wait a year before reapplying to take the exam. This means you will have 

to begin the application process from the beginning again. The eligibility letter contains payment 

instructions and a code that allows you to schedule your exam.  

To schedule your exam, go to www.2test.com to find a qualified Prometric testing center near 

you, as well as to look at the scheduling and availability of exams. It is wise to schedule your 

exam as soon as you get your eligibility letter or as soon as possible, for several reasons:  

http://www.2test.com/
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1) Centers can fill up, especially the coveted Saturday slots and certain times of the year.   

2) The CAPM® and PMP® exams are long, and it may be difficult to find an extended 

open period of time. Other people will be taking a variety of other, shorter exams at 

these centers.   

3) If you will be flagged for an audit, it’s better to know early. While PMI reserves the 

right to audit you at any time, even after you pass the exam if there is cause, a random 

audit is likely to occur when you schedule your exam. Approximately 15% of 

applications are randomly audited. If you are selected for a random audit, you will 

receive an email from PMI informing you that PMI has cancelled your test date until 

you pass the audit, which can take anywhere from one day to multiple weeks. You 

can track the audit process online at www.pmi.org. At the same time, your contact 

person is notified of the audit, if the item to be audited involves them. After you pass 

the audit, a center may or may not have a time slot available when you want. It is very 

unfortunate to finally feel like you are ready to take the exam and then find out you 

cannot test because you are being audited. Therefore, scheduling a test serves two 

purposes:  

o It lets you know if you will be triggered for audit; and  

o It provides a goal date for you to hit. After all, nothing happens without a 

deadline, right?  

Exams that are rescheduled within 30 days of the exam date are charged a fee, which at the time 

of this writing is $70. The exam date does not count as part of the 30 days. You may be able to 

waive this fee by calling the testing center directly to reschedule the exam. Some centers will 

reschedule without a fee. If you cancel your exam within two days of your test date, you forfeit 

the entire exam fee and cannot reschedule the exam until a reexamination fee is paid.  

 

What to Expect and How to Study for It  

Types of Questions  

There are many different types of questions on the exam. They are:  

• Situational – By far, the most prevalent type of question on the PMP® exam is the 

situational question. PMI provides a scenario and you have to make a decision, determine 

what to do next or assess the situation in some way to answer the question. None of the 

http://www.pmi.org/
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answer options may be what you would do, but you have to choose the best answer based 

on what they give you…and based on PMI®’s way of thinking.  

• Correct Answers to Another Question – In this case, more than one of the answers 

offered will be a correct statement, but will not answer the question that was asked. PMI 

reuses scenarios so the same scenario may be used for multiple questions. This means 

that it is possible that there is extraneous information in the question. Read the question 

first, then the scenario, to allow you to focus on the pertinent information.  

• More than One Correct Answer – Always read all answer options. It is possible that 

you will be presented with more than one viable answer, in which case you have to 

choose the one that is most correct or most appropriate (according to PMI). If you can 

identify the process being described in the scenario and you know the goal, or main 

output, of that process, this will often help lead you to the best answer.  

• Mathematical – These questions are nice, even for the math-phobic or math-challenged, 

because, unlike situational questions, you know if you have the correct answer. Figure 

out the formula and the answer before looking at the answer list. PMI will put all the 

commonly miscalculated answers in the answer list, and you may second-guess yourself 

if you look at the list first rather than work out the problem.  

• Recall – These questions are typically short and straightforward, although they could be 

longer questions as well. They test memory or knowledge. Approximately 10% of PMP® 

exam questions and a higher percent of CAPM® exam questions will be recall. That said, 

don’t fall into the trap of believing that the CAPM® exam is an easy test. 

• ITTOs – Approximately 10%-15% of the PMP® exam and a much higher percentage of 

the CAPM® exam asks about the inputs, tools and techniques and outputs (ITTOs) for the 

project management processes. One tip for the exam is to eliminate impossible answers. 

For example, if you are asked to identify a tool and technique, then look at the list to see 

if any inputs or outputs are listed. If they are, you can rule out those answers, which 

narrows your options and improves your odds of getting the question right.  

• Diagram – You may be asked to draw or interpret a project schedule network diagram, 

decision tree or other diagram to determine the correct answer. Again, it is possible that 

more than one question may use the same diagram, so if you have to draw a diagram, 

draw it neatly enough on your scratch paper so you can read it if it is used again.  

• Double Negatives – A double negative question is tougher to answer than a 

straightforward question. The test uses double negatives or questions asking you to 

remove the false statement. Sometimes it is easier to read the question by turning it into a 

positive. For example, if the question states, “All of the following statements are false 

except…” then look for the one true statement.  
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• Wordy Questions – Some questions will take valuable test time to read and interpret, or 

may include extraneous information to take up time and throw the reader off track. 

Sometimes this happens because the same scenario is used for multiple questions and 

thus some of the information will be extraneous in one question and relevant in another. 

It is helpful to read the question first to know exactly what is being asked and what 

information to focus on.  

How can you use the PMBOK® Guide when studying? For the PMP® exam, the PMBOK® Guide 

is a good reference for specific items or questions. However, it may not be the best use of your 

time to read the PMBOK® Guide from start to finish, because it is very general and written in a 

somewhat vague manner. For example, it mentions the tools to use but does not explain how to 

use them. Also, there are items on the PMP® exam that are not covered in the PMBOK® Guide. 

CAPM® questions, however, come directly from the PMBOK® Guide. 

The latest information known is that PMI sets the exam score so that 74% of people will pass the 

exam. It is a best practice within the certification industry to have between 65%-75% of people 

pass a certification exam, and PMI aims for the upper end of that range.  

The PMP® exam contains 200 questions. You are scored on 175 questions. 25 questions are pre-

test questions, which are in the exam bank for research purposes (e.g., to test: is it a fair question, 

do people understand it, is it worded appropriately, what is the most common answer on the 

question, etc.). These questions are automatically scored as correct as long as you answer the 

question. 

The CAPM® exam contains 150 questions, of which 15 questions are pre-test questions.  

Studying Tips  

So far, we have talked about the types of questions and the exam structure. Now we will discuss 

how to study. 

• Take notes. If you attend a class or listen to an audio, when you hear something said, 

your brain registers that as hearing the concept one time. When you take notes, it registers 

that concept a second time. If you read your notes, that is a third time. Studies show that 

adults learn after seeing or hearing something three times. Taking notes shortens that 

process.  

• Take practice tests from multiple (and good) study guide authors. This is because 

the exam is written by a global team of PMP®-certified individuals and is written 

from multiple viewpoints, so it helps to get used to reading questions written by 

different people. Good free exams can be found online, including Head First 

http://forwardmomentum.net/project-management-courses/
file:///C:/Users/Jennifer%20J.%20Gibson/Documents/ForwardMomentum/Head%20First
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(http://www.headfirstlabs.com/PMP/free_exam/)  and PM study 

(http://www.pmstudy.com/PMP-Exam-Resources/freeSimulatedTest.asp)  

• Use flash cards that you create. The breadth of material on this exam is very wide. No 

matter how long you have been managing projects, there are probably areas on the exam 

that you have not done. Using flash cards will help. The beauty of using index cards to 

create flash cards is that you only create a card for those concepts you do not already 

know. You can shuffle the cards so you are always learning things in a new order. As you 

learn something, you can put that card aside and not waste time studying it anymore. It is 

very encouraging and extremely gratifying to see the stack of things you do not know 

shrink and the stack of things you do know grow. Also, not re-reading the things you 

already know saves study time, which is one benefit of studying from flash cards.  

• Read the solutions to all questions, even if you answered the question correctly. It 

may be that you got the answer right but for the wrong reason. Therefore, especially 

when taking a practice test for the first time, even if you picked the right answer, read the 

solution explanation.  

• Practice the brain dump. Create a master brain dump of those items you think you will 

want to write down when you first enter the testing room, before your exam begins. Once 

you create a master brain dump, practice writing it over and over. Depending on how 

extensive your brain dump is, it could take between 8 and 15 times before you have 

everything memorized. When taking a practice test, write the brain dump from memory, 

take the test, and when you score the exam also check your work on the brain dump page. 

Did you remember everything you wanted to write down? Did you write it down 

accurately? Is there anything else you should add to your master brain dump?  

• Anticipate study time. Be realistic about the amount of study time you will need to put 

in outside of a class. It will take an average of two hours per knowledge area to review 

your notes and to take and grade a practice test. With 10 knowledge areas, this means that 

reviewing all material one time will take approximately 20 hours. It takes two to three 

passes through the material to be ready. On average, people spend 40 hours studying 

outside of class.  

• Use mnemonic devices. A mnemonic device is whatever silly slogan, picture, sentence, 

cartoon characters or graphics you use to remember something. For example, some 

people think of syrup of IPECaC to remember the five process groups: Initiating, 

Planning, Executing, Controlling (for Monitoring and Controlling) and Closing.  

 

Taking the Exam  

http://www.pmstudy.com/PMP-Exam-Resources/freeSimulatedTest.asp
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The Setting  

Before being able to take the exam, you will have to sign in and present identification. The 

instructions from PMI will include the number and types of i.d. that are acceptable. Make sure 

the name listed on your i.d. matches the name submitted on your PMI application. If you go by 

your middle name and your identifications list your first name or if you submitted the application 

under a shortened name (like TJ) and your identifications lists a full name, you will be turned 

away and will not be able to take the exam. 

The Prometric test room is like a short, wide hallway with rows of computers down each side. 

There will be dividers between each testing station. Dress in layers in case the testing center is 

warm or cool. Some centers will make you wear all your layers, so if you want to bring a jacket 

into the center, you may have to tie it around your waist. 

If you decide to bring food or a drink, know that you cannot take it into the test center with you 

and if you put it into your locker, you will not be able to access it until your exam is over. You 

can arrange to leave it at the desk so you can access it. 

What will be provided to you before you go into the testing room generally are:  

• Blank paper with #2 pencils or an erasable vinyl sheet with a thin, black Sharpie marker  

• Either earplugs or headphones (you can often bring in your own earplugs) 

One overlooked trick is to ask for a calculator. There is a calculator on the screen as part of the 

exam software, but it is extremely clunky to use since it is mouse-driven, slow to respond and 

can be difficult to read. If a calculator is available, the testing center will provide one if you ask 

for it.  

Exam-Taking Tips  

Here are a few more tips for a successful exam:  

• Have a plan. This can include looking away from the computer screen every hour and 

focusing your eyes elsewhere for a minute, rolling your head and shoulders to relax the 

neck and/or standing and stretching for a minute. At the two hour mark, check your 

progress to make sure you will have time to answer all the questions and to possibly leave 

the room and take a break.  

• Take the 15-minute tutorial. This will explain how to use the testing interface and provide 

peace of mind. It will take a few minutes to complete the tutorial, but you are given 15 
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minutes for it. Use the extra time to complete your brain dump if you are not allowed to 

write the brain dump before the test begins.  

• Watch your progress but do not dwell on it. There is a little clock on your computer 

screen, which is encouraging if you are ahead of schedule but will cause more stress if 

you fall behind. Make an effort to move quickly but do not rush questions and make silly 

mistakes.  

• Use this strategy for marking questions. You have the ability to mark a question for later 

review. When you mark a question, write down on your scratch paper the question 

number, the narrowed list of possible answers and a keyword or phrase as to what that 

question was about. This will come in handy if you find this answer in another question. 

It also helps when you review the question, so that you only look at the narrowed-down 

answers.  

• Know your strategy on changing your answers. Sometimes the answer for one question 

will be given in another question, so remember you can go back and change your answer. 

Also, prior to taking the exam, you can use your performance during the practice tests to 

see if it makes sense for you to change answers once you initially answer a question. For 

some people, it can improve their performance; for others, it does not. 

• Answer all questions. Any question left unanswered will be scored as wrong, so take a 

guess if you must. You have a one in four shot of getting the answer right.  

• Read all of the answers. Even if you think you have the right answer, look at the other 

options to see if there is a better answer.  

• Disregard grammar. When filling in the blank on a question, do not rule out an answer 

just because the answer does not fit grammatically.  

• Read the question first. On the longer or more complicated questions, reading the 

question first will help you focus on the pertinent information in the question.  

• Take a more formal approach. When in doubt, err on the side of formality in your PM 

practices. Follow more formal PM practices and use proper and complete documentation.  

• Act in the best interests of the project. As project managers, we exist because of the 

project. Always act in the best interest of the project.  

1. Think like PMI. This is the key to passing the exam. This is why we buy study guides 

and take preparation classes. 

And the Verdict Is…  

http://forwardmomentum.net/project-management-courses/
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When you are finished with the exam, the screen will go blank for a few seconds, which feels 

like an eternity. When the screen is live again, it will tell you if you passed or failed. After that, 

you will leave the test room and return to the front desk, where they will give you a notarized 

printout of your performance. You will know whether you are proficient, moderately proficient 

or below proficient by process group.  

If you passed, congratulations! If not, you will need the code at the top of the notarized report 

that you receive (plus a credit card) to schedule a retake of the exam.  

Forward Momentum offers exam preparation courses with a verified 91% first-time pass rate 

based on the result of a study of all class participants over a 2-year period. More information can 

be found at http://forwardmomentum.net/project-management-courses/.  

Good luck on your exam!  

About Forward Momentum, LLC 
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